
BASIC 4 

WEEKLY LESSON PLAN 

Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.1.1.2    B4. 2.2.1.2  B4.3.1.1.2   B4.4.2.1.2    B4.5.2.1.1    

B.4.6.1.1.1  

Performance Indicator  • Identify and discuss values in songs   

• Identify and use: proper nouns – refer to cities and 

countries and), Common nouns  •  Use simple 

sentences clearly and correctly   • Use the comma:   

• Read a variety of age- and level appropriate books and 
present a-two-paragraph summary of each book read   

  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four   

Subject   English  

Reference  English curriculum  

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Word cards, sentence cards, sample sentence on a manila card and 

class library  

  

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

Monday  Play a recorded song (national 

anthem) for learners to listen.  

  

Ask learners;  

  

Whether they have heard the 

song before?  

  
Where they heard that song?  

  

Where such song is being 

sang?  

  

Have learners to sing any 

song they know and hence 

introduce the lesson.  

 

 

 

Select suitable songs for 

listening, singing and  

recitation from learner’s 

background  

e.g.   

national anthem  

national pledge  

  

  

After they have listened to the 

songs and also sang them, 

identify and discuss the values 

in the song  

What have we leant today?  

  

Moral lessons in songs.  

  

Assessment: play a variety of 

songs and let learners identify 

what moral lessons each song 

tells.  

  
Discourage learners from 

listening to songs that teach 

bad moral lessons  



Tuesday  Have learners to mention 

and write on the board, their 

full names and where they 

come from.   

  

Ask students the following;   

  

Some important places in 

their community   

  

The names of their pets   

  

To mention things inside and 

outside the classroom  

Proper Nouns   

  

• Have learners read 
simple sentences having names 
of cities and countries from the 
board.   

• Put learners into 
groups to identify the names of 
cities and countries on a globe 
or map.   

• Learners form 
sentences with names of other 
cities and countries.   

• Have learners identify 
proper nouns from 
paragraphs/passages.   

  

  

Common Nouns   

• Introduce common 
nouns in context.   

• Have learners read 
simple sentences containing 
common nouns on the board.   

• Put learners into 
groups to identify the common 
nouns.  • Have learners form 
sentences using the common 
nouns identified.   

• Have learners identify 
common nouns from  

paragraphs/passages   

  

What have we learnt today?   

How to identify and use 

proper and common nouns.  

  

Ask students to summarize the 

main points of the lesson  

   

Give learners task for them to 

identify and underline proper 

and common nouns in 

sentence on the board  

Wednesday  Learners copy sample 

sentences on the board into 

their books by beginning with 

capital  

letters  

  

  

Teacher does a sample writing 
by beginning proper nouns with 
capital letters in sentences.   

  

e.g.   

i. Accra is the capital of 
Ghana.   

ii. Esi went to Mfantsiman 
School.   

  

• Have learners read out 
sentences and identify proper 
nouns.   

• Let learners note the 

use of capital letters.   

What have we learnt today?   

  

How to identify and use nouns 

to identify people, animals, 

places and objects.   

  

Ask students to summarize the 

main points of the  

lesson   

Give learners task for them to 

identify and underline nouns 

in sentence on the board  



  • Have them copy the 

sentences into their exercise 
books.   

• Present and give 
practice on the named marks 
of punctuation marks similarly:   

  

e.g.   

i. She is a teacher.  ii. 
How are you?   

iii. I bought a pencil, ruler and a 
book.   

  

 

Thursday  Display word cards to pupils 
displaying punctuation signs.  
  
Learners identify the  
common signs they know  
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Guide learners to choose and 

read books during the library 

period  

Provide learners with sample 
texts for them to identify the 
target punctuation marks. e.g.   

  

Yes, please.   

No, thank you.   

Kofi, can you help me?   

• Give them practice in 
using the punctuation marks. 
They may copy and punctuate 
unpunctuated sentences and 
short paragraphs.   

• Have them write 
sentences to demonstrate 
understanding of the use of the 
comma before and after  

"Yes" and "No" in sentences; - 
after addressing a person.   

  

  
  

Using the Author’s chair, 
introduce the reading/library 
time.  
   
Have a variety of 
age/levelappropriate books for 
learners to make a choice from.   
  
Introduce narratives, expository, 
procedural texts to learners.   
  

What have we learnt?  
  
Write a short passage on the 
board, omitting punctuations 
marks.  
  
Learners to re write the 
passage into their books with 
the appropriate punctuation 
marks.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Have learners to tell what they 

read to the whole class   

    
Assessment: Guide learners to 

select books for readings   

  

 

  



 

Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.1.1.3-5  

Performance Indicator  • Learners can identify numbers in different positions around a 
given number in a number chart.  

• Learners can compare and order whole numbers up to 10000 
and represent comparisons using <,>,=  

  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Mathematics curriculum page 23  

Subject   Mathematics  

Reference  Four  

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Counters, bundle of sticks, loose straws, base ten cut square, graph 

sheets, number chart, number cards  

   

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Engage pupils in the 

memory game.  

Show pupils a chart 

containing figures for a few 

seconds. The chart is then 

lowered for students are to 

write the figures in words  

Display a number chart in multiples of 

500 between 100000 and 1000000 and 

lead learners to identify numbers in 

different positions around a given 

number. Put learners into pairs and 

give each group a number grid and 

have them identify  

numbers in different positions around  
a chosen number   

What have we learnt? How 

to identify numbers in 

different positions around a 

given number.  

  

10000  10500  11000  11500   

20000  20500  21000  21500  

30000  30500  31000  31500  

  Engage pupils to sing the 

song “we can count”  

We class four   
We can count  

Have learners to identify numbers 

which are 1,000 and 10,000 more or 

less than a given  

Review lessons with learners.   

Have learners to solve more 

examples    

 We can count 1,2,3,4,5  
We can count 6,7,8,9,10 We 

class four can count very 

well  

Five-digit or six-digit number. E.g.  
2400 is 1,000 less than 3400.  
Learners use  

words such as: “equal to” “greater 

than” “less than” and later use  

symbols such as  

“<”, “=”, “>” to compare numbers up 

to 100,000 taking into consideration 

the  

Place value of each digit in the given 
number. E.g. 1200 = 1200; 27345  

>  

26355,  

  

Have learners to solve more examples   

 



  Engage pupils to sing the 

song “my head, my 

shoulders, my knees, my 

toes”  

  

Have learners to understand 

that they touch their head 

shoulders, knees and toes in 

descending order and rise 

up n ascending order.  

Hence introduce the lesson  

Use the counting up strategy to teach 

learners how numbers ascend example.  

4  
3 2  

1  

  

Use the countdown strategy to 

teach pupils how numbers  

descend. Example 5,4,3,2,1  

  

Learners work together in their groups 

to order a given set of numbers in 

ascending or descending order 

verbally and in writing. E.g. 1020, 

1025,  

2673, 2873  

Have learners to arrange 

numbers in ascending and 

descending order  

  Review the previous lesson 

by solving examples  

Assessment: Display number cards on 

the table in front of the  

class. Example  

  

<    
>  

400   
 500  

  

Call two learners to pick up any 

number card. Call another learner  

Have pupils to summarize 

the lesson by using learners 

as teacher’s strategy. Here 

group class into two. 

Appoint learners from each 

group to teach the class.  

  to pick a symbol that could be  
placed the two numbers picked  

  

Give two numbers between 10,000 and 

100,000 to each group and encourage 

Learners to say as many things as 

possible about the two numbers. For 

instance, 21345 and 21534; 21345 is 

less than (smaller than) than 21534 or 

21534 is bigger than (greater than)  

21345, or 21345 is almost 200 less than 

21534 etc.  

 



  Engage pupils to sing the 

song “we can count”  

We class four   
We can count  
We can count 1,2,3,4,5  
We can count 6,7,8,9,10 We 

class four can count very 

well  

Assessment: Display number cards on 

the table in front of the  

class. Example  

  

<   
 

>  

400   
 500  

  

Call two learners to pick up any 

number card. Call another learner to 

pick a symbol that could be  

placed the two numbers picked  

  

Do it in groups to encourage pupil’s 

participation.  

What have we learnt?  
Comparisons of numbers   

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.1.1.2  

Performance Indicator  Learners to know the life processes of animals  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four    

Subject   Science   

Reference  Science curriculum   

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Pictures bf products made with different materials  

  

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Have learners watch a 

documentary on the life  

processes of some animals   

  

Learners to talk about the 

video that interest them  

Learners observe videos and 

pictures depicting movement, 

nutrition and reproduction in 

animals.  

   

  

  

What have we learnt today?  

  

The life processes of animals  

  Have learners watch a 

documentary on the life  

processes of some animals   

  

Learners to talk about the 

video that interest them  

Learners role-play or 

pantomime movement and 

nutrition of animals.   

  

Assessment: In groups, 

learners discuss the 

importance of movement, 

nutrition and reproduction to 

animals  

What have we learnt today?  

  

The life processes of animals  

  Display a chart showing the 

life process of animals to 

learners.  

Learners observe and discuss 

what they see in the picture  

Show learners videos of the life 

process of some animals.  

  

Learners to explore on the life 

processes of some named 

animals.  

Learners to explore on the life 

processes of some named 

animals.  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  



Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.1.1.1  

Performance Indicator  Learners can explain how special each individual is  

3rd Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four   

Subject   Our world our people  

Reference  OWOP curriculum  

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Pictures charts and videos  

   

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Have learners to describe 

him or herself to class and 

hence introduce the lesson  

Use pictures/video clips to 

demonstrate the effects of 
destroying our bodies.  Put 

learners into groups 
according to: height, color, 

mass, intelligence, etc.   

  

Learners write how different 
they are from one another.  

Learners in groups discuss how 
they can use their God-given  

unique qualities: Serve   

  

God and human beings, protect 

and preserve the environment, 
live together in harmony, 
contribute to development.   

  

.   

What have we learnt today?  

  

How different we from each 

other.  

  

Learners to summarize the 

important points of the lesson  

  Have students write on a 

sheet of paper the following  

  

Three things that makes look 

different from each other  

Learners talk about their 

aspiration and how they want 

to achieve that  

Review the lesson with 

learners   

Ask learners to summarize the 

main points of the lesson  

  

Have pupils to role play their 

aspirations and how they 

want to achieve  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

  



Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.1.2.1  

Performance Indicator  Identify the sources of history including archaeology, 

numismatics, oral tradition, wall paintings etc.  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four    

Subject   History   

Reference  History curriculum   

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Pictures of past events of the school, community and  
Ghana, Videos of past events of the school, community and 

Ghana  

   

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Have learners write on a 

sheet of paper the following  

  

What are the sources of 

history?   

  

What historical knowledge 

are we likely to acquire from 

these sources?  

List the sources of history 

including funeral brochures, 

oral tradition, old photographs, 

old letters and diaries, arts and 

craft works, old newspapers, 

dirges, appellation and books  

What have learnt today?  

  

Sources of history  

  

Have learners to summarize 

the important points of the 

lesson  

  Have learners write on a 

sheet of paper the following  

  

What are the sources of 

history?   

  

What historical knowledge 

are we likely to acquire from 

these sources  

Classify the sources of history 

under primary and secondary 

sources.   

  

Explain how relevant historical 

information can we obtain 

from old newspapers and 

diaries? (E.g. Natural disasters 

– drought, bushfire etc.)  

What have learnt today?  

  

Sources of history  

  

Have learners to summarize 

the important points of the 

lesson  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  



Learning Indicator(s)  B4 2.1.1.1    B4 1.2.2.1.   

   

Performance Indicator  • Study the performing artworks created by some  

Ghanaian performing artists that reflect the history and 

the culture of the people in Ghana   

• Experiment with available visual arts media and 

methods to create artworks that express own views, 

knowledge and understanding of visual artworks that 

reflect the history and culture of the people in Ghana   

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four   

Subject   Creative arts  

Reference  Creative arts curriculum   

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Photos, videos, art paper, colours and traditional art tools , other 

materials available in the community  

  

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Show a video for learners to 

Study the performing 

artworks (music, dance, 

drama/play, poetry) 

composed or performed by 

some Ghanaian performing 

artists such as Ephraim Amu, 

Grace  

Omaboe, the National  

Dance Ensemble, Agya  

Koo Nimoh, Atukwei Okai  

Have learners to gather 
information from library 
studies, newspapers, surfing  

the internet, visiting performing 
art studios/location of 
performing arts groups, cultural 
centres, watching short 
videos/films, live/recorded 
performances, etc. of some 
Ghanaian  

performing artists;   

  

Have learners to examine some 
performing artworks and 
sharing ideas about the 
compositions and performances 
studied on how those artworks 
reflect the history and culture 
of  

the people of Ghana;   

  

Have learners to identify and 

discuss the themes/topics of 

the compositions and 

performances that reflect  

What have learnt today?  

  

the history and the culture of 

some Ghanaians based on the 

artworks they perform.  

  

  

  the history and culture of  

the people of Ghana;   

  

 



  Show a video for learners to 

Study the performing 

artworks (music, dance, 

drama/play, poetry) 

composed or performed by 

some Ghanaian performing 

artists such as Ephraim Amu, 

Grace  

Omaboe, the National  

Dance Ensemble, Agya  

Koo Nimoh, Atukwei Okai  

Have Learners to explore the 
local environment to select 
available materials and tools 
that are good for  

making artworks   

  

Have learners to experiment 
with available materials and 
tools to create simple artworks 
that reflect the history and 
culture of the people using 
appropriate methods and skills 
e.g.   

- clay, plasticine, papier 

mâché (paper pulp) etc. for  

modelling and casting;   

  

- straw, yarn, paper, etc. 
for weaving;   

  

- brushes and paint for  
painting;   
  

- craft tools for 
perforating, shaping and 
punching;   

  

What have we leant today? 

Have learners to summarize 

the important  

points in the lesson  

  

learners to experiment with 

available materials and tools 

to create simple artworks that 

reflect the history and culture 

of the people using 

appropriate methods and skills  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 



  

Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.1.2.1:  

Performance Indicator  Identify the uniqueness of humankind from other creatures  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four    

Subject   RME  

Reference  RME curriculum   

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Wall charts, word walls, videos depicting how to care for the 

environment, pictures showing use of the things in our natural 

environment  

   

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Teacher paste a chart on the 

board showing pictures of 

human beings, animals and 

plants.  

  

Learners to observe and talk 

about the pictures and hence 

introduce the  

lesson  

Have learners in groups 

identify how different 

humankind is from other 

creatures of God:  - human 

beings versus animals - 

human beings  

versus plants   

  

 Let learners, in groups, write 

down the characteristics of 

humankind: our thinking 

ability, ability to speak, 

knowing what is good and evil, 

etc.  Let each group present its 

list for peerreview and class 

discussion.  

What have we learnt today?  

Uniqueness of human kind.  

  

learners, in groups, write 

down the characteristics of 

humankind: our thinking 

ability, ability to speak, 

knowing what is good and 

evil, etc.  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.2.1.1. B3.1.2.1.2  

Performance Indicator  • Explore the poems of about five lines correctly and 
discuss the moral lessons in the poem  

• Learners can Produce own rhyming words.   
  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four    

Subject   Ghanaian language   

Reference  Ghanaian language curriculum   

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Drums, drum sticks, recorded audios, manila cards, recorded 

audios visual  

   

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Let learners sing a popular 

traditional song  

• Explore a poem to 

learners.   

• Let them listen and 

take note of keywords words in 

the poem.   

• Ask learners to 

mention the words they heard.    

• Write the words on 

the board.  

learners to mention the 

words they heard  

  Lead learners to say the 

words aloud.   

  

• Let learners say the 

words and use them to form 

their own sentences.  

• Let learners explore 

the poem correctly.  

    

Assessment: Put learners in 

groups.  

Let them discuss the moral 

lessons in the poems in groups 

and tell the class  

Learners to discuss the moral 

lessons in the poems  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.3.1.3:  

Performance Indicator  Roll ball with a stick to a target  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four    

Subject   Physical education   

Reference  PE curriculum   

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Ball , sticks, videos  

   

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Take learners through 5 

minutes jogging to warm the 

body up  

Learner rolls a ball with their 

sticks to a distance after 

general and specific warmup. 

Learner practice ball rolling in 

varied patterns such as straight 

rolling, curve rolling, etc.  

learners to practice 

individually and in groups 

how to roll a ball with stick.  

  

Help those who finds it 

difficult and help them  

  
Assessment:  
Organize mini game for 

learners for fun and 

enjoyment.   

  
Take learners through cool 

down to end the lesson  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Learning Indicator(s)  B4.1.1.1.1  

Performance Indicator  Learners can describe the types of input devises of a computer 

and their uses  

Week Ending  11-10-19 

Class   Four   

Subject   Computing  

Reference  Computing curriculum  

Teaching/ Learning Resources  Pictures or images of Computer; mouse, keyboard etc  

  

DAYS  PHASE 1: STARTER 10  

MINS  

(Preparing The Brain  

For Learning)  

PHASE 2: MAIN 40MINS  

(New Learning Including  

Assessment)  

PHASE 3: REFLECTION  

10MINS  

(Learner And Teacher)  

  Have learners write on a 

sheet of paper List any five 

common parts of the 

computer Students to 

mention more technological 

tools and hence introduce 

the lesson  

Bring models or pictures of 

mouse, keyboard, joystick etc. 

to class.   

   

List functions on the board and 

ask students to identify which 

tool will match the function.   

   

Show video depicting the 

output devices of a computer.   

   

Demonstrate to pupils how the 

input devises are used  

with computer   

What  

What have we learnt today?  

  

 Input devices and their uses   

   

   

Assessment; play the "input 

devices ball game" with 

learners   

   

Have learners to form a circle.   

   

The teacher starts by 

mentioning an output device. 

He then throws the ball to a 

learner to mention his/hers.   

   

The one who fails to mention 

an output device goes off the 

circle.   

   

The last person becomes the 

winner. Discourage learners 

not to repeat devices said by 

a partner beside him/he  

  


